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Fewer donors. More service-users.
Post-Brexit uncertainty.
Challenges like these are putting unprecedented
pressure on organisations’ ability to support the
causes they care about today, let alone continue
the fight tomorrow. With Brexit making waves,
there’s no promise of calm after the storm.
So now’s the time to explore how charities can
use technology and creativity to become more
efficient, earn trust, engage supporters and
evidence impact in new and effective ways.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution – an explosion
of connected tech set to transform the world –
provides the tools to make change happen.
But unless charities invest now, they risk being
left behind.

Introduction
From the internet of things and artificial intelligence to voice-activated
assistants, new tech is fast becoming part of people’s daily lives. They all
offer potential for charities to build closer relationships with donors and
transform more lives. But are organisations keeping up with the pace
of change?
Research suggests not. Today 52% of charities don’t have the basic digital
skills needed to operate effectively. And if they lack the skills to master social
media and online giving, they risk being completely left behind as the Fourth
Industrial Revolution gathers speed.
In a world where people expect seamless digital-first solutions. Donors
want to find out about charities’ work instantly, ask questions and give on
whatever platform or device they’re using. Meanwhile, service-users need
to access support 24/7 – whether that’s through informative videos, text,
or instant message. If a charity isn’t there for them, they’ll search
somewhere else.
Getting digital right is the key to winning the battles that charities face on all
fronts. For example, high-profile names like Oxfam1, have brought intense
media scrutiny on how they operate. Greater online transparency
is a necessary step to win back trust.
Elsewhere, public donation levels might have recovered since the 2008
global financial crash, but fewer people are giving to charity overall. The
ongoing drive for austerity also means that government funding is falling
just as Brexit saps money from the State2. Making it easier to give online
is the smart route to improved revenue.
Change isn’t always easy. And major regulation such as GDPR has been
tying charities up in administrative knots while taking up valuable time and
people-power.
However, forward-thinking organisations are already taking steps to rise to
these challenges in the short term. But what happens after that? To achieve
sustainability in the long term and get beyond everyday fire-fighting and
start future-proofing their organisations, charities need to look closely at
what they do and how they do it. In this report we look at how, by embracing
innovative thinking and tools, charities can keep on doing good far into
the future.

Charities’ current challenges
60% of the public think
that too much money
is spent on admin. The
fact that many processes
are still carried out
using paper adds to this
impression of waste

Who do consumers trust to drive change?
In one survey3 63% of people said that they trusted brands to create change
more than governments.
High-level governance scandals and accusations of aggressive fundraising
have damaged trust in charities. This could create a climate where consumers
trust Amazon and Google to create change more than the third sector.
According to a 2018 study from non-profit research consultancy nfpSynergy,
just over half of adults surveyed (54%) said they trusted charities “a great
deal” or “quite a lot” compared with 60% a year earlier4.
As Joe Saxton from nfpSynergy says: “Given how volatile trust in charities is,
there is nothing for anybody to be complacent about. As the Oxfam scandal
shows, a media storm about almost any aspect of charities is only just around
the corner.”
Growing distrust caused by governance issues follows concerns, voiced
increasingly loudly in recent years, about issues such as CEO pay and financial
transparency in general. Today charities are less trusted to “ensure that
a reasonable proportion of donations reach the intended beneficiaries”,
while 60% of the public think that too much money is spent on admin and
advertising5.
The fact that many processes in the sector are still carried out using paper
adds to this impression of waste.
Revenue and efficiency
On top of all this, government funding is in decline. Income from local and
central government has dropped by up to 44% for small and medium-sized
charities since the financial crash6.
Uncertainty over Brexit is causing problems too. Charities expect demand for
their services to rise after Britain leaves the EU, just as currency fluctuations in
the pound could affect their investments7.
With all this in mind, there’s no doubt that the pressure is on to do more with
less. For most charities in the first instance this means honing business
efficiency and reducing core costs. The role of digital in achieving this comes up
time and again in experts’ advice to the third sector. Yet the evidence suggests
that many charities are still behind the curve: 75% of charities have a shortage
of digitally trained staff8.
“Those organisations which don’t embrace digital, and soon, will quickly go
the way of Woolworths and Borders,” says Martin Francis Campbell, chief
information officer of World Vision.

Today’s digital winners
Digital processes help
charities kick-start
the process of putting
supporters at the heart
of everything they do

As contactless technology drives an increasingly cashless society, charities
are benefiting from tech-informed approaches to fundraising. Right now
on-street donations are still the most common way to give. However, 73% of
charities report that street donations are in decline because people are less
likely to carry cash9.
In response, organisations are finding smart ways to incorporate cashless
tech. For example, the Bristol Rough Sleeping Partnership has invested in
contact donation points that allow people to donate £2 with a tap of their
card10. Elsewhere, Mind is piloting contactless payment in shops, alongside
other major charities11.
There’s also a drive to inspire giving at the till-point. For example, Pennies is
just one of many innovative schemes allowing consumers to round-up their
bill and give the change to good causes.
From Amazon to Etsy, digital technology allows organisations to use
effective third-party platforms rather than building their own from scratch.
Charities are no different. Currently 78% of charities take donations through
their own websites – yet 86% also benefit from sites like JustGiving12.
These donation platforms have revolutionised the way people give. They
offer a convenient way to donate on-the-go from tablets and mobiles that
chimes seamlessly with social media’s peer-to-peer approach. Plus, the third
sector has also been forging connections with websites like PayPal and Apple
Pay. The results are impressive: stats show that of those who invested,
almost 90% have seen payback for their efforts13.
Using digital tech has helped bring donors and beneficiaries closer. And
now, with more sophisticated virtual reality technology increasingly viable,
charities are getting creative to put supporters directly in their shoes. For
example, Westminster-based homeless charity The Passage created a VR
experience to vividly bring their work to life14. Viewers could use VR to see
what walking down London’s Oxford Street feels like to a homeless person,
and even what it’s like to be confronted by an aggressive stranger.
The success of Pokemon Go has opened the doors to augmented reality
(AR) experiences as well. Through their Every Pin Tells A Tale campaign,
the British Legion invited people to scan the packaging of a limitededition pin and unlock a personal AR-enhanced story about the person
commemorated15. On social media the blockbuster ALS ‘Ice Bucket Challenge’
has been hard to recreate. However, charities have found simple, creative
ways to cut through on what are becoming increasingly crowded channels.
For instance, across Christmas 2018, domestic violence charity Refuge
launched a set of reversible seasonal poems, which when read backwards
highlighted the fact that assault and domestic murders rise 45% over
Christmas. The campaign was a hit with the public, and won retweets from
celebrities and influencers alike16.

Digitally savvy in six steps

#twitter

1. Ensure CEOs are digitally active
	To embrace digital opportunities, digital leadership
must come right from the top. “There’s a lack of
digital culture and understanding right at the top
of organisations,” says digital strategist Bertie
Bosrédon. “I think generally there’s the feeling that
‘people should do more with digital – but not me’.
However, if you have a chief executive who is active
on Twitter and champions digital projects internally,
it provides leadership for the rest of the charity.”
2. Spread digital know how
	Rather than having a single digital team - who are
sometimes used like an old-fashioned IT department
- grow digital knowledge across the organisation.
“Before you develop digital services, start by
spreading digital skills outwards among your teams,”
says digital expert Julie Dodd. “This can start with
switching to cloud-based services like Office 365
or using services like Google Docs internally so
employees can collaborate online more easily.”

3. Digitise supporter interaction
 sing online systems to simplify complex processes
U
and make life easier for both supporters and
employees is the cornerstone of sustainability.
Apart from cutting transaction costs, going
digital can also improve accuracy, with supporters
uploading their own details directly to a database,
and morale, freeing employees to do less mundane
tasks. Two way communication becomes easier,
cheaper and greener online too, with messages sent
direct to supporters’ devices - helping charities to
be experienced by supporters as part of their
everyday lives.

4. Put supporters at the heart of what you do
	
Digital processes and services should be designed
with the user’s journey – rather than the charity’s
internal needs – in mind. For instance, when the
British Heart Foundation came to launch a new
website they ensured its, “department-driven
navigation and over-cluttered home-page” was
replaced with content that constantly speaks to the
individual user’s requirements17.

“Hello,
how can we
help you
today”

5. Set the digital team free
	To move beyond using digital technologies as a
standalone tool, charities’ tech gurus need time and
space to stand back and assess how best to integrate
them into the central mission. “Often, the digital
team is used like a production house – with 80%
of their time spent building pages, making PDFs or
creating forms,” says Bosrédon. “By teaching other
departments how to do these things it frees up the
digital team’s time to experiment, pilot and advise.”

6. Use agile development methods
	One of the biggest challenges for charities wanting
to develop new services and products is internal
processes. Using an agile methodology gives the
freedom to break the project down into manageable
units, test at each step, gather feedback and try out
new ideas in a more fluid, fast and efficient way. It’s
about setting up teams who work together towards
an overall vision, delivering as they go and learning
by trying things out with real people.

Better
together

Ongoing threats and risks
Charities will have to
get better at engaging,
motivating and retaining
not just the baby
boomers but also a new
generation of ‘selfish
volunteers’

Charities that invest in digital now will not only make headway against the
winds swirling around the sector today, they’ll also have a far better chance
of being able to build on their digital infrastructure and find sustainable ways
to rise to the challenges ahead, which are outlined here.
Measuring impact
According to research from Fidelity Charitable, two-thirds of donors say
understanding a charity’s impact would influence them to give more18.
This trend will only grow as the government, or social investors, look for
detailed impact assessments when awarding contracts or investment.
Organisations are already offering tools to help charities highlight their
impact, from Big Society Capital’s Outcomes Matrix to Inspiring Impact’s
Measuring Up! Programme.
Developing these approaches will become increasingly critical in the coming
years as charities compete for dwindling funds.
Competing effectively
Today there are a record 168,237 charities registered in England and Wales,
according to the Charity Commission19. ActionAid chair Margaret CaselyHayford echoes the thoughts of many in the sector when she says that’s just
too many.
”The economic climate is so harsh, that we really should be looking at
ourselves very hard,” she told Civil Society. “There are way too many of us
and we all jockey for position.”20
Mergers have been mooted as one way to stop the replication of services
and resources. Yet since setting up a JustGiving page on social media makes
it easy for anyone to raise funds much like an ‘official’ charity, competition
could rise even further in the future.
For all charities, and particularly those in crowded spaces, such as the
2,000+ supporting the armed forces, this kind of highly competitive
environment demands creative and sustainable differentiation.
Motivating supporters
Charities will have to get better at engaging, motivating and retaining not
just the baby boomers with the time and inclination to give to good causes,
but also a new generation of ‘selfish volunteers’, people who volunteer to
gain unique skills and experiences rather than out of a sense of duty21. The
bottom line is that volunteers of all ages are looking for, “greater flexibility
and more meaningful experiences” and that this requires, “more creative
recruitment and management to unleash their potential”22. Younger
volunteers used to the flexibility of the gig economy could also welcome
‘micro-volunteering’ – uploading a video or sharing a post to stand up for a
good cause23.

Filling the digital skills gap

There’s much we can
learn from charities that
are already pointing
the way forward by
changing the way they
conduct their work and
see their role

One of the biggest barriers to coping with these challenges is the lack of
digital skills in the charity sector. According to research from Lloyds Bank,
52% of charities do not have the basic digital skills needed to operate
effectively. Yet the charities that are more digitally-capable say they are
confident in their organisation’s future24.
Plus, Tech Trust’s 2018 Charity Digital Skills Survey showed that 92% of
charities with a digital strategy in place say that they expect to increase their
measurable impact in 2018 as a result25.

Securing the future
There’s much we can learn from charities in the UK and overseas who are
already pointing the way forward by changing the way they conduct their
work and see their role. As well as highlighting how new technologies and
collaborations can help charities stand out from the crowd and further their
own cause, the imagination and vision of the very best show there is a real
opportunity for the sector to take back control of the agenda.
Total transparency
In a world where everything is instantly available at the swipe of a
smartphone, charities will increasingly be expected to provide instant
information about pay and practices. One simple way to achieve this is
to make key data like executive pay easily accessible through a charity’s
website rather than tucked away in the annual report.
The National Council of Voluntary Organisations already recommends that
senior remuneration is provided, “no more than two clicks from [a charity’s]
homepage”. Despite this research, more than two-thirds of the biggest
charity brands do not reveal their highest earners’ names and exact salaries
in their annual accounts26.
In this spirit of transparency, charities will have to be brave enough to share
setbacks, as well as big wins, through open forums like social media. As
Simon Francis, chair of the Public Relations & Communications Association’s
Charity & Not For Profit Group, advises: “…admit it when you get things
wrong – and change things. Take decisive actions to honour donors’ needs –
and tell people when you’ve done it. ”27
Part of the move toward openness will also involve inviting diverse new
groups of people to oversee a charity’s work – especially young people.
According to the Charity Commission, the typical trustee is likely to be white,
male and over 6028.
It says that attracting younger people will provide, “greater assurance that
a charity is fair and open in all its dealings” and brings “new energy and
ambitious ideas to the board’s discussion and an understanding of new
technologies and their application.”

With the advent of
multi-application
smartcards and home
loading devices it’s
possible to generate data
and supporter insights,
reward activities like
volunteering and
evaluate outputs in
smart ways

Charities have also been experimenting with the way Blockchain can make
financial transactions more open and transparent too. For example,
St Mungo’s has been using a Blockchain giving platform to raise money for a
specific project while keeping donors directly informed about the progress29.
Vital evidence
Digital connectivity is making it ever-easier to capture and make meaningful
use of data. From smartcards that gather and store complex data to
smartphones enabling the generation of crowdsourced data, opportunities
are opening up for even the smallest charity to evaluate their results despite
lack of funds.
We’re all familiar with the concept of using smartcards with tap-in/tap-out
functionality for travel and access and this same functionality can be used
by charities to turn a membership or supporter smartcard into an easy way to
record attendance at fundraising, volunteering or training events. Now, with
the advent of multi-application smartcards and smartcard loading devices
for the home, it’s possible to set up reward and recognition programmes
that enable organisations to generate data and supporter insights, reward
activities like volunteering and evaluate outputs in smart ways.
Mobile apps can also be used to make positive and purposeful use of data
collected from individuals. For example, the Bright Sky app allows users to
record evidence of domestic abuse through text, photos or video, without
any content being saved on their devices.
Developed by the domestic abuse charity, Hestia, in partnership with the
Vodafone Foundation the app directs users to their nearest support centres,
while providing advice to users, their families and friends.
Dealing with data privacy
Digital products are capable of capturing hundreds of different data-points –
from age and relationship status to where you get your morning coffee – and
using it to tailor services to the user. And it’s only recently that consumers
have caught on that if a service is free, then they (or their valuable data) is
the product. This has translated into worries about how much privacy they
have online.
Today charities have to face the privacy issue head-on, especially how the
data they hold conforms to the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation.
This has been a painful process. More than half of charities have seen the
number of supporters they can contact by email fall as a result as GDPR.
People surveyed in the sector have also said that complying with GDPR has
“seriously limited” their charity’s ability to carry out its mission and even
been “a total and utter waste of time and money that would horrify donors”.
Three-quarters said that preparing for the legislation took up a lot of staff
time, money or resources30.

Shifts in how
organisations and
communities operate are
creating opportunities
for charities to weave
themselves more closely
into the fabric of citizens’
daily lives

Yet as transparency continues to be an issue, consumers increasingly expect
charities to be clear about how their data is being used. For some charities,
complying with GDPR has created a clean state on which they can build.
Plus, GDPR might just be the start. As legislators start to demand that major
operators like Google, Instagram and Facebook are more open about their
data-handling, this trend will only continue.
Smarter collaborations
The boundaries between the public, private and third sectors are slowly
dissolving, with more charities bidding for public sector contracts, new
organisational forms like social enterprises and B Corps blurring the line
between purpose and profit and the internet enabling councils to interact
directly with those they serve. These shifts in how organisations and
communities operate are creating opportunities that charities can choose to
use as a way of weaving themselves and their causes more closely into the
fabric of citizens’ daily lives for the long term.
Many smaller charities are benefiting from cross-sector collaboration. In fact,
data from the Foundation for Social Improvement (FSI) reveals that 64% of
small charities already work in partnership with other organisations31.
These partnerships can be incredibly positive. For example, Working Chance
is a small charity working successfully with big international brands to find
women offenders jobs when they’re released. Its reach just wouldn’t be
possible if it didn’t work with large employers like Virgin.
Meanwhile, open innovation ‘smart city’ projects across Europe are enabling
charities to get involved in shaping, implementing and making use of smart
data-driven solutions where they support their causes. Many charities are
already partnering with local authorities and businesses, playing their part
in getting people more engaged and active in city life and developing digital
technologies that make urban services more useful, cost effective and
sustainable.
For example, smart city tech is empowering the lives of the citizens of Trikala
in Greece. The municipality uses a smartphone app through which people can
make requests and comments about infrastructure. These help problems get
resolved more quickly (averaging eight days rather than four weeks). It also
makes the process transparent to everybody32.
As cities get smarter the organisations behind the tech are under increasing
pressure to be transparent about how the data they collect is used. Currently
people are happy to surrender their personal details for use of a service, like
free WiFi. As privacy worries are amplified, this relationship might have to be
clarified in the future.

Mission accomplished

While digital technology
has made a valuable
contribution to
marketing and
fundraising, there is
untapped potential for
using it to achieve the
charity’s core mission

When digital is seen as more than just another department with its own
goals but as something to be woven through everything an organisation
does as part of its overall strategy, the effects can be transformative.
“Digital strategy has been too focused on marketing and fundraising,”
says Julie Dodd. “While digital technology has made a valuable contribution in
these areas, there is untapped potential for using it to achieve the charity’s
core mission.”33.
Aligning technology with the needs of the people charities serve, rather
than focusing on digital for its own sake, has led to a diverse range of
powerful and innovative solutions. Such as the delivery of emergency
health information on WhatsApp. A self-service digital triage system for
Shelter’s telephone advice line. Jointly, an app that makes communication
and coordination between those sharing care responsibilities for a person
as easy as a text message. And the use of 3D printing to produce low-cost,
prosthetic limbs for landmine victims and to create synthetic rhino horns to
flood the market and stop endangered rhinos being killed for theirs.

Think big
consider the potential
of the best technologies
around, not just
web-based platforms

Team up
explore partnerships
in the collaborative
economy, business
world & public projects

Start small
take careful, measured
steps into the digital
world, testing and
learning along the way

Recommendations

Steal ideas
if there are great digital
solutions out there
that could be copied,
do so with pride

Be purposeful
figure out how digital
technologies could help
delivery of the charity’s
core mission

Get creative
set up multi-disciplinary
teams to get different
perspectives and
cross-fertilise ideas

Conclusion
It is widely accepted that this is a pivotal moment for charities. For social,
economic and technological reasons, the climate in which they operate is
changing forever. As a result, the sector is being challenged to look beyond
established ways of gaining revenues, volunteers and trust to find new
models, strategies and tactics.
Developing the digital skills and know how to exchange manual for
digital processes and communications is the first step along the
path to sustainability. By spreading the digital message throughout
the organisation, charities can ensure digital thinking drives overall
organisational strategy and unlocks new ways of solving specific problems
and achieving their main purpose.
If charities choose to embrace technology and new forms of collaboration,
they will give themselves the best possible chance of facing down today’s
challenges – and being there for everyone they support tomorrow. As digital
strategist Julie Dodd says, “Digital has already disrupted industries like music,
retail and publishing forever. Whether we like it or not, the charity sector
is next – and only by grasping the nettle and embracing it will we secure a
sustainable future.”34
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About Novacroft
Helping charities direct
more pence in every
£1 to the cause they’re
fighting for

Novacroft is an award-winning smart technology, software solution and
customer care team.
Novacroft provides an end-to-end service including online application
processing, data management, smartcard production and personalisation
and customer support via our contact centre.
We work side-by-side with clients to get to the root of challenges, simplify
complex processes, help them get more for less and deliver excellent
customer service.
For charities, we reduce administration costs, enabling them to direct more
pence in every £1 to the cause they’re fighting for. Our unique approach to
a clean, lean, modern and secure membership journey enables charities to
continue to build trust with the public, members and volunteers. We help
them to transparently demonstrate their impact, whilst ensuring that they
are ready for a future where the human transaction will be more important
than ever.
Founded in 1998 by Debra Charles, CEO, the Novacroft team proudly
celebrated twenty years of making a difference in 2018.

#CharityForum
Now that we have a view of what the future will look like, it is more
important than ever for us to leave a legacy. We see it as our duty to help
charities realise the role they will need to play to enable the sector to
continue to ‘do good’, no matter what that looks like.
We created a gang
To create that legacy, we need an army of people with a voice which is
amplified. Together, the message is strong and compelling. As a group we
will tackle the challenges and opportunities that will come with the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. This is a group of game changing individuals,
collaborating with energy and focus, to embrace the future.
The #CharityForum was born in March 2019. This new task force will
continue to meet, collaborate, and form an action plan to tackle those tasks
head on. In order to maximise the opportunities presented by technology,
we need the gang to grow.
Read testimonials and register: https://charity.novacroft.com/forum

Contact
getmore@novacroft.com
0333 103 3330
www.novcacroft.com
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